Feature
Multi-language Utility

About the feature
Matrix COSEC offers flexible utility to translate the language of entire GUI, input and output data of the
COSEC Software. It facilitates user to translate English (US) language to any other language.

How it works
The user can choose to either enter translated text in the utility itself or use export and import feature
into CSV format for updating data in bulk. The utility is part of COSEC setup only.

The user has to enter the translation of respective list of keywords mentioned in the standard file and
which is to be uploaded then. Database file of keywords translated in any language other than English
(US) can also directly be imported into the COSEC software.

Benefits






Flexibility of Translating the Software into any Language
Ease of Translation through Direct Data Upload or Import
Work with User Interface in any Language
Enter Data in Language you Use
Generate Reports in any Language

About Matrix
Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and
enterprises. An innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, Matrix is committed
to keep pace with the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With more than 40% of its
human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched cutting-edge
products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM Gateways, Access Control,
Time-Attendance and Video Surveillance solutions. These solutions are feature-rich, reliable and
conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Asia, Europe, North America, South
America and Africa through an extensive network of more than 500 channel partners, Matrix ensures
that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and longer. Matrix has gained trust and
admiration of customers representing the entire spectrum of industries. Matrix has won many
international awards for its innovative products.

